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OVER THE RAINBOW

Three-Part Mixed, accompanied, with optional guitar, bass and drums*

Lyric by
E. Y. Harburg

Music by
Harold Arlen

Arranged by Teddi Chen

Piano (Guitar, Bass)

Some - where o - ver the rain - bow way up -[a tempo]

[8] Solo (or unison)

there's a land that i heard of once in a lullaby.

Guitar: Play a sustained, harmonically supportive part using the chord symbol in the piano part as a guide.
Bass: Double bottom notes of the left hand part, adjusting octaves as necessary.
Drums: Play light cymbal cymbal with brushes.
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Some where over the rainbow skies are blue,

and the dreams that you dare to dream do come true.

Some day I'll wish upon a star and wake up where the clouds are far be-

CH95136
hind me. Where troubles melt like lemon drops, a
Far behind me. Oo

cresc.
end solo

way, above the chimney tops that's where you'll

cresc. n.b. f

Oo chimney tops that's where you'll find me.
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Someplace over the rainbow, bluebirds fly.

Birds fly over the rainbow, why, oh, why can't...
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